
Bootstrapping A Statistial Speeh Translator From A Rule-Based OneManny RaynerUniversity of Geneva, TIM/ISSCO,40 bvd du Pont-d'ArveCH-1211 Gen�eve, SwitzerlandEmmanuel.Rayner�unige.h Paula EstrellaFaMAF, U. Naional de Córdoba5000 - Córdoba, Argentinepestrella�famaf.un.edu.arPierrette BouillonUniversity of Geneva, TIM/ISSCO,40 bvd du Pont-d'ArveCH-1211 Gen�eve, SwitzerlandPierrette.Bouillon�unige.hAbstratWe desribe a series of experiments inwhih we start with English ! Frenhand English ! Japanese versions of anOpen Soure rule-based speeh trans-lation system for a medial domain,and bootstrap orresponding statistialsystems. Comparative evaluation re-veals that the rule-based systems arestill signi�antly better than the statis-tial ones, despite the fat that onsid-erable effort has been invested in tun-ing both the reognition and translationomponents; also, a hybrid system onlymarginally improved reall at the ostof a loss in preision. The result sug-gests that rule-based arhitetures maystill be preferable to statistial ones forsafety-ritial speeh translation tasks.Index Terms: Speeh translation, rule-based pro-essing, statistial proessing, bootstrapping, in-terlingua, evaluation1 IntrodutionThis paper desribes a ontinuation of a series ofexperiments entered around MedSLT (Bouillonet al., 2008a), an Open Soure medial speehtranslator designed for dotor-patient ommuni-ation whih uses a rule-based arhiteture; thepurpose of the experiments has been to om-pare this arhiteture with more mainstream sta-tistial ones. The original motivation for usingrule-based methods omes from onsiderations

regarding the tradeoff between preision and re-all. Spei�ally, medial speeh translation is asafety-ritial domain, where preision is muhmore important than reall. It is also important tonote that this is a domain where substantial quan-tities of training data are unavailable. The ques-tion is how to use the very limited amounts of dataat our disposal to best effet. This is by no meansan unommon senario in limited-domain speehtranslation, and ould in fat be regarded as thenorm rather than the exeption.It is intuitively not unreasonable to believe thatrule-based methods are better suited to the re-quirements outlined above, but the well-knownmethodologial problems involved in performingomparisons between rule-based and statistialsystems have made it hard to establish this pointunambiguously. In an earlier study (Rayner et al.,2005), we presented head-to-head omparisonsbetween MedSLT and an alternative whih om-bined statistial reognition and an ad ho trans-lation mehanism based on hand-oded surfaepatterns, showing that the rule-based system per-formed omfortably better. It was, however, learfrom omments we reeived that the ommunityviewed these results septially. The basi riti-ism was that the robust proessing omponentswere too muh of a straw-man: more powerfulreognition or translation engines might oneiv-ably have reversed the result.In the new series of experiments, our basigoal has been to start with the rule-based om-ponents and the orpus data used to onstrutthem, and then use the same resoures, togetherwith mainstream tools, to bootstrap statistial pro-
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essing omponents. In (Hokey et al., 2008),we adapted and improved methods originally de-sribed in (Jurafsky et al., 1995) to bootstrap astatistial reogniser from the original rule-basedone. More reently, in (Rayner et al., 2010) weused similar methods to bootstrap statistial ma-hine translation models.In this urrent paper, we ombine the resultsof the previous two sets of experiments to builda fully bootstrapped statistial speeh translationsystem, whih we then ompare with the origi-nal rule-based one, and also with a hybrid systemwhih ombines rule-based and statistial pro-essing. Interestingly, although (Rayner et al.,2010) demonstrated that a bootstrapped statistialmahine translation system is able to add substan-tial robustness to the original rule-based one whenboth are run on text data, this robustness does notarry over to speeh translation.The rest of the paper is organised as follows.Setion 2 presents bakground on the MedSLTsystem; Setion 3 summarises the earlier exper-iments on bootstrapped statistial reognition andmahine translation; Setion 4 desribes the newexperiments; and Setion 5 onludes.2 Bakground: the MedSLT SystemMedSLT (Bouillon et al., 2008a) is a medium-voabulary interlingua-based Open Soure1speeh translation system for dotor-patientmedial examination questions, whih providesany-language-to-any-language translation a-pabilities for all languages in the set fEnglish,Frenh, Japanese, Arabi, Catalang. In whatfollows, however, we will only be onernedwith the pairs English ! Frenh and English !Japanese, whih we take, respetively, as repre-sentative of a lose and distant language-pair.Both speeh reognition and translation arerule-based. Speeh reognition runs on the om-merial Nuane 8.5 reognition platform, withgrammar-based language models built using theOpen Soure2 Regulus ompiler. As desribed in(Rayner et al., 2006), eah domain-spei� lan-guage model is extrated from a general resoure1LGPL liense; https://soureforge.net/projets/medslt/2LGPL liense; https://soureforge.net/projets/regulus/

grammar using orpus-based methods driven bya seed orpus of domain-spei� examples. Theseed orpus, whih typially ontains between500 and 1500 utteranes, is then used a seondtime to add probabilisti weights to the grammarrules; this substantially improves reognition per-formane (Rayner et al., 2006, x11.5).At run-time, the reogniser produes a soure-language semanti representation in AFF (Al-most Flat Funtional Semantis; (Bouillon et al.,2008a)). This is �rst translated by one set ofrules into an interlingual form, and then by a se-ond set into a target language representation. Theinterlingua and target representation are also inAFF form. A target-language Regulus grammar,ompiled into generation form, turns the targetrepresentation into one or more possible surfaestrings, after whih a set of generation prefer-enes piks one out.In parallel, the interlingua is also translated, us-ing the same methods, into the soure-language(�baktranslated�). The baktranslation is shownto the soure-language user, who has the op-tion of aborting proessing if they onsider thatspeeh understanding has produed an inorretresult. If they do not abort, the target languagestring is displayed and realised as spoken output.This mode of operation is absolutely essential ina safety-ritial appliation like medial exami-nation. Sine translation errors an have seri-ous or even fatal onsequenes, dotors will onlyonsider using systems with extremely low errorrates, where they an diretly satisfy themselvesthat the system has at least orretly understoodwhat they have said before attempting to translateit. This also motivates use of restrited-domain,as opposed to general translation.The spae of well-formed interlingua represen-tations in MedSLT is de�ned by yet another Reg-ulus grammar (Bouillon et al., 2008a); this gram-mar is designed to have minimal struture, soheking for well-formedness an be performedvery quikly. During speeh reognition, thewell-formedness hek is used as a knowledgesoure to enhane the language model for thesoure language. The speeh reogniser is setto generate N-best reognition hypotheses, andhypotheses whih give rise to non-wellformedinterlingua an safely be disarded. Use of
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English does the pain usually last for more than one dayEng interlingua gloss YN-QUESTION pain last PRESENT usually duration more-than one dayFrenh la douleur dure-t-elle habituellement plus d'un jourJap interlingua gloss more-than one day duration pain usually last PRESENT YN-QUESTIONJapanese daitai ihinihi sukunakutomo itami wa tsuzuki masu kaEnglish does it ever appear when you eatEng interlingua gloss YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT ever pain s-when you eat PRESENTFrenh avez-vous déj�a eu mal quand vous mangezJap interlingua gloss eat PRESENT s-when ever pain have PRESENT YN-QUESTIONJapanese koremadeni tabemono wo taberu to itami mashita kaEnglish is the pain on one sideEng interlingua gloss YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT pain in-lo head one side-partFrenh avez-vous mal sur l'un des �otés de la t�eteJap interlingua gloss head one side-part in-lo pain have PRESENT YN-QUESTIONJapanese atama no katagawa wa itami masu kaTable 1: English MedSLT examples: English soure sentene, English-format interlingua gloss,rule-based translation into Frenh, Japanese-format interlingua gloss and rule-based translation intoJapanese.this �highest-in-overage� resoring algorithm isfound to redue semanti error rate during speehunderstanding by about 10% relative (Bouillonet al., 2008b).The interlingua grammar is built in suh a waythat the surfae forms it de�nes an also be usedas human-readable glosses. We will make heavyuse of these glosses in what follows. The usualform of the �interlingua gloss language� is mod-elled on English. It is, however, straightfor-ward to parametrize the grammar so that glossesan also be generated with word-orders based onthose ourring in other languages; in partiular,we will also use one based on Japanese.Figure 1 shows examples of English domainsentenes together with translations into Frenhand Japanese and interlingua glosses in English-based and Japanese-based format. Note the verysimple struture of the interlingua gloss, whihis in most ases just a onatenation of text rep-resentations for the underlying AFF representa-tion; sine AFF representations are unorderedlists, they an be presented in any desired order.Thus the AFF for the �rst example, �does the painusually last for more than one day� is the follow-ing struture:33AFF representations and glosses have been slightly sim-pli�ed for presentational reasons.

[null=[utt_type,ynq℄,arg1=[symptom,pain℄,null=[state,last℄,null=[tense,present℄,null=[freq,usually℄,duration=[>=,1℄,duration=[timeunit,day℄℄The English-format interlingua gloss, �YN-QUESTION pain last PRESENT usually dura-tion more-than one day� presents these elementsin the order given here, whih is approximatelythat of a normal English rendition of the sentene.In ontrast, the Japanese-format gloss, �more-than one day duration pain usually last PRESENTYN-QUESTION� makes onessions to standardJapanese word-order, in whih the sentene nor-mally ends with the verb (here, tsuzuki masu), fol-lowed by the interrogative partile ka.Similarly, in the seond example from Table 1,we see that the English-format gloss puts �s-when� (�subordinating-onjuntion when�) be-fore the representation of the subordinate lause;the Japanese-format gloss puts �s-when� after,mirroring the fat that the orresponding Japanesepartile, to, omes after the subordinate lausetabemono wo taberu. This is literally �food OBJeat�, i.e. �(you) eat food�; note that the Japanese-format interlingua suppresses the personal pro-
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noun �you�, again following normal Japanese us-age. In Setion 3.2, we will demonstrate how use-ful the different forms of the interlingua turn outto be. The basi point is to be able to split up sta-tistial translation into piees where soure andtarget always have similar word-order.All the experiments desribed in the rest of thepaper were arried out using the 870-utteranereorded speeh orpus from (Rayner et al.,2005); this was olleted using a protool inwhih subjets played the dotor role in simulatedmedial examinations arried out using the Med-SLT prototype. A transribed version of the dataan be found online at http://medslt.vs.soureforge.net/viewv/*hekout*/medslt/MedSLT2/orpora/al 2005 transriptions.txt?revision=1.1. A brief examinationof the orpus shows that it is fairly noisy. Weestimate that about 65�70% of it onsists oflearly in-domain and well-formed sentenes,depending on the exat de�nitions of theseterms4, with muh of the remaining portion beingout-of-domain or dys�uent.The next setion presents the results of ear-lier experiments, in whih statistial omponentswere bootstrapped by using the rule-based ones toreate training data.3 Previous experiments3.1 Bootstrapping statistial languagemodelsAs desribed in Setion 2, the Regulus platformonstruts grammar-based language models in aorpus-driven way. This, in priniple, enables afair omparison between grammar-based and sta-tistial language modelling, sine the �seed or-pus� used to extrat the speialised grammar analso be used to train a statistial language model(SLM). There are, however, several ways to im-plement this idea. The simplest method is touse the seed orpus diretly as a training or-pus for the SLM. A more subtle approah is de-sribed in (Jurafsky et al., 1995; Jonson, 2005);one an randomly sample the grammar-based lan-guage model to generate arbitrarily large amounts461% of the orpus is within the overage of the urrentEnglish grammar.

of orpus data, whih are then used as input to theSLM training proess.In (Hokey et al., 2008), we showed that a sta-tistial reogniser trained from a suf�iently largerandomly generated orpus outperforms the onegenerated from the seed orpus5 . A further re�ne-ment is to �lter the randomly generated orpusby keeping only examples whih, when translatedinto interlingua gloss form, result in well-formedrepresentations. These improvements yielded aumulative redution in Word Error Rate, mea-sured over the whole 870-utterane data set, from27.7% to 23.6%. The best bootstrapped statisti-al reogniser was, however, still inferior to thegrammar-based one, whih sored 22.0%.3.2 Bootstrapping statistial translationmodelsIn (Rayner et al., 2010), we adapted the meth-ods from Setion 3.1 to bootstrap Statistial Ma-hine Translation (SMT) models from the orig-inal rule-based ones; a similar experiment, witha large-voabulary system, is reported in (Dugastet al., 2008). As above, we started by using thesoure-language grammar to randomly generatea large orpus of data. We then passed the re-sult through English ! Frenh and English !Japanese versions of the interlingua-based trans-lation omponents, saving the soure, target andinterlingua gloss representations. A straightfor-ward way to reate the SMT models would be touse the aligned soure/target orpora as trainingdata. Here, however, we again showed that it waspossible to get muh better performane by ex-ploiting the struture of the interlingua.The interlingua gloss was saved both in theEnglish-based and the Japanese-based formats(f. Table 1). We then used the ommon om-bination of Giza++, Moses and SRILM (Oh andNey, 2000; Koehn et al., 2007; Stolke, 2002) totrain separate SMT models for the pairs English! English-format interlingua, English-format in-terlingua ! Frenh, and Japanese-format inter-lingua ! Japanese; for omparison purposes, wealso trained models for English! Frenh and En-glish ! Japanese. All the models were tunedusing MERT (Oh, 2003) on a held-out portionof data. We experimented with several differ-5The seed orpus used here ontains 948 examples.
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Comparison Judged byVersion 1 Version 2 Dataset Judge1 Judge2 UnanimousEnglish! Frenh1 Rule-based Bootstrapped statistial All data 261�43 259�43 247�332 Rule-based Bootstrapped statistial Only good baktrans. 69�25 71�27 62�203 Hybrid Rule-based All data 29�180 30�181 25�1774 Hybrid Rule-based Only good baktrans. 18�12 19�15 15�12English! Japanese5 Rule-based Bootstrapped statistial All data 125�98 147�96 101�676 Rule-based Bootstrapped statistial Only good baktrans. 61�25 66�41 49�217 Hybrid Rule-based All data 49�62 30�81 23�558 Hybrid Rule-based Only good baktrans. 17�8 19�9 14�8Table 2: Comparisons between different versions of the English ! Frenh and English ! JapaneseMedSLT systems. The result NN�MM indiates that the judge(s) in question onsidered that the �rstversion gave a learly better result NN times, and the seond version a learly better result MM times.Differenes signi�ant at P < 0:05 aording to the MNemar test are marked in bold.ent ways of ombining these resoures. The bestmethod turned out to be the following pipeline:1. Translation from English to English-formatinterlingua using SMT, with the deoder setto produe N-best output (N was set to 15);2. Resoring of the N-best output to hoose thehighest well-formed string, where one wasavailable;3. If the target is Japanese, reformulation fromEnglish-format interlingua to Japanese-format interlingua;4. Translation from the appropriate format ofinterlingua to the target language using SMTAs shown in the paper, this ombination mas-sively dereases the error rate for the dif�ultpair English ! Japanese, ompared to the na�̈vemethod of training a single SMT model. Thekey advantage is that SMT translation, whih isvery sensitive to differenes in word-order, onlyhas to translate between languages with similarword-orders. Even in the relatively easy pair En-glish ! Frenh, a substantial performane gainwas ahieved by interposing the N-best resor-ing step. On in-overage input, both bootstrappedinterlingua-based SMT systems were able to re-produe the translations of the original rule-basedsystems on about 79% of the data; the orre-sponding �gures when the na�̈ve method was used

were 67% for English ! Frenh and 27% forEnglish ! Japanese. In ases where the boot-strapped SMT output differed from the RBMTone, hand-examination showed that the SMT ver-sion was hardly ever better, and was often worse(Rayner et al., 2009).The bootstrapped SMT systems are thus notquite as good as the original RBMT ones on in-overage data. The payoff, of ourse, is thatthe bootstrapped system are also able to trans-late out-of-overage sentenes. When evaluatedon the out-of-overage portion of the test set (358text utteranes), 81 sentenes (23%) produed abaktranslation judged to be orret. Of these81 sentenes, 76 (94%) were judged to produegood translations for Frenh, and 71 (88%) forJapanese.4 Combining reognition andtranslationThe preeding setions have shown how we wereable to use Open Soure resoures to bootstrapgood robust versions of the original speeh reog-nition and mahine translation omponents, usingonly the original, very small training set of 948sentenes. We now desribe how we ombinedthese modules to ompare a full bootstrappedstatistial speeh translation system against theorginal rule-based one; we also ompare the rule-based system with a hybrid version whih om-
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bines rule-based and statistial proessing.We took the best versions of the bootstrappedstatistial reogniser from Setion 3.1 and thebootstrapped statistial translation models fromSetion 3.2, ran the 870-utterane speeh or-pus from (Rayner et al., 2005) through them, andompared the results with those obtained fromthe original speeh translation system (grammar-based reognition and rule-based translation). Inboth on�gurations, we also produed rule-basedbaktranslations (f. Setion 2), in order to beable to simulate normal use of the system.The material was annotated by human judges inthe following way. The English ! English bak-translations were evaluated by a native Englishjudge; they were asked to mark the baktransla-tion as good if they were suf�iently sure of itsorretness that they would have onsidered, ina real medial examination dialogue, that the sys-tem had understood and should be allowed to passits translation on to the patient.The English ! Frenh and English !Japanese translations were evaluated by two na-tive speakers of Frenh and two native speakersof Japanese respetively, who were all �uent inEnglish. They were presented with a spreadsheetontaining three olumns, in whih the �rst ol-umn was the soure English sentene, and theother two were the output of the orginal rule-based system and the output of the bootstrappedsystem. If one of the systems produed no out-put, for whatever reason, this was marked as �NOTRANSLATION�. The order of presentation ofthe two systems was randomised, so that the judgedid not know, for any given line, whih versionwas shown in the seond olumn and whih in thethird. If there were two translations, the judgeswere instruted to mark one of them if they on-sidered that it was learly superior to the other.If one of the translations was null they were in-struted to mark the non-null translation as prefer-able if they onsidered that it would be useful inthe ontext of the medial speeh translation task.We used the data and the judgments to om-pare the rule-based systems, the bootstrapped sta-tistial systems, and a hypothetial hybrid sys-tem whih produes the result from the boot-strapped system if the rule-based system produesno translation or no baktranslation, and other-

wise produes the result from the rule-based sys-tem. The results are summarised in Table 2; wepresent �gures for eah omparison both on theomplete dataset, and also on the subset for whihbaktranslation produed a result judged as good.The last three olumns give the results �rst foreah judge separately, then for the ases wherethe two judgements oinide.Although statistial proessing, as usual, addsrobustness, we an see that it suffers from twomajor problems. As lines 1 and 5 show, the sta-tistial system, without baktranslation, is muhworse than the rule-based one, sine it frequentlyprodues inorret translations due to bad reog-nition. (The statistial system almost always pro-dues a translation; the rule-based one fails to doso about on about 30% of the data, sine rule-based reognition most often fails altogether onout-of-overage data, as opposed to produing anonsensial result). With baktranslation added,lines 2 and 6 at least demonstrate that this �rstproblem disappears, and the result is loser. How-ever, we still have the seond problem; there arelong-distane dependenies whih the statistialalgorithms are unable to learn. For example, inFrenh, both judges agreed that there were 62ases where rule-based proessing gave a betterresult than statistial, mostly due to more auratereognition or translation. There were 20 aseswhih went the opposite way, with statistial pro-essing better than rule-based: in most of these,rule-based proessing gave no result, and statis-tial a good result. For both language pairs, the�gures suggest that the lak of long-distane on-straints is more important than the added robust-ness.The results from (Rayner et al., 2010) led us tohope that the hybrid system would add robustnessto the rule-based system without ompromisingauray; (Seneff et al., 2006) reports a similar re-sult when the text omponent of a speeh transla-tion system is evaluated in isolation. Combinationwith the speeh reognition front-end, with itsonomitant noisy input, unfortunately appears tohange the piture. Without baktranslation (lines3 and 6), the hybrid system is inferior to the rule-based one for the reasons we have already seen.When baktranslation is inluded (lines 4 and8), we do indeed see a very small gain in re-
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all, but this omes at the prie of a substantialloss of preision. Examination of the ases wherethe rule-based system diverges from the hybridone shows disturbing examples where the rule-based system produes no output, and the hy-brid one an output whih is meaningful but in-orret. For instane, �Do you take mediine foryour headahes?� produed no translation in therule-based English ! Frenh system, but Avez-vous vos maux de t�ete quand vous prenez desmédiaments? (�Do you have headahes whenyou take mediine?�) in the hybrid one; a mis-take whih would ertainly worry any dotor whoused the system!5 Summary and onlusionsWe have desribed a series of experiments inwhih we started with a rule-based speeh transla-tion system for a medial speeh translation sys-tem, and used it to bootstrap a orresponding sta-tistial system. The rule-based system is still bet-ter than the statistial one, despite the fat thatonsiderable ingenuity has been invested in tun-ing both the reognition and translation ompo-nents.The na�̈ve hybrid system gave a small improve-ment in reall, but at an unaeptable ost in pre-ision. It is oneivable that a more subtle wayof reating the hybrid system may still sueed inadding useful robustness. At the moment, though,the evidene at our disposal suggests that rule-based systems are more appropriate for the kindof task, and that any gain from adding robustmethods is at best likely to be small.We are well aware that our result is at odds withthe urrently prevailing wisdom, namely that sta-tistial methods are preferable to rule-based ones,and the obvious question is why this should be.We think there are two main reasons. First, mostaademi papers are written about systems thathave been reated to address a shared task. Thesetasks typially use large training sets that repre-sent a substantial investment in time and effort.When building real world appliations, it is un-usual to be given a large training set at the start ofthe projet; it is muh more ommon to have notraining set at all.The seond reason is that medial speeh trans-lation appliations are safety-ritial. Mistrans-

lations an have serious onsequenes, and thisneeds to be re�eted in the evaluation metri. Ametri whih maximizes BLEU sore or reall,typial of most urrent evaluations, is inappropri-ate. No dotor we have talked to would onsiderBLEU a useful metri.In both respets, the appliation we desribe isloser to real world ones than is ommon in theliterature, and we therefore think it reasonable tolaim that our results should not be dismissed asirrelevant; we suspet that similar problems willemerge in many other real world appliations.The Open Soure framework we have used makeit easy for septial researhers to hek the de-tails of our methods and data.ReferenesBouillon, P., Flores, G., Georgesul, M., Hal-imi, S., Hokey, B., Isahara, H., Kanzaki, K.,Nakao, Y., Rayner, M., Santaholma, M., Star-lander, M., and Tsourakis, N. (2008a). Many-to-many multilingual medial speeh transla-tion on a PDA. In Proeedings of The EighthConferene of the Assoiation for MahineTranslation in the Amerias, Waikiki, Hawaii.Bouillon, P., Halimi, S., Nakao, Y., Kanzaki,K., Isahara, H., Tsourakis, N., Starlander, M.,Hokey, B., and Rayner, M. (2008b). De-veloping non-European translation pairs in amedium-voabulary medial speeh translationsystem. In Proeedings of LREC 2008, Mar-rakesh, Moroo.Dugast, L., Senellart, J., and Koehn, P. (2008).Can we relearn an RBMT system? In Proeed-ings of the Third Workshop on Statistial Ma-hine Translation, pages 175�178, Columbus,Ohio.Hokey, B., Rayner, M., and Christian, G.(2008). Training statistial language modelsfrom grammar-generated data: A omparativease-study. In Proeedings of the 6th Interna-tional Conferene on Natural Language Pro-essing, Gothenburg, Sweden.Jonson, R. (2005). Generating statistial lan-guage models from interpretation grammars indialogue systems. In Proeedings of the 11thEACL, Trento, Italy.
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